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Abstract. The worldwide exploration and development of subsea and deepwater
reservoirs has laid down some new and old engineering challenges to the offshore
pipeline industry. This requires large D/t pipelines to be installed at water depths in the
vicinity of up to 2700m. The deepwater collapse and buckle propagation event is almost
unavoidable as the pipe wall thickness cannot be always determined from the codes and
standards due to the limit state criteria. These codes also do not consider any fabrication
imperfections and sustained damages emanating from transportation and handling. The
objective of this paper is to present the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of dented pipes
with D/t ratio more than 45, which is outside the applicability of current design codes, and
to investigate the effects on installation capacity of these various damage sizes in terms of
collapse and buckle propagation.

1 Introduction
Oil and gas developments have begun to explore from subsea into deeper water regions in Malaysia
and other places in the world. What used to be the zone definition of deepwater 10 years ago, no
longer applies now. For example, 200m water depth was defined as deepwater about 10 years ago, and
today, in some regions, the depths of deepwater regime drops down to beyond 1000m or even down to
2740m, like in the case of new oil reservoirs development in the Gulf of Mexico [1]. There are various
limit states need to be considered in the design of steel pipelines wall thickness (WT) for deepwater
applications such as containment pressure, global buckling, local collapse and propagations. In many
cases, the selection of WT must be also economically feasible, in addition to be able to prevent buckle
propagation. This is due to fact that collapse pressure is much higher than propagation pressure and
the devastating cost impact on pipelines that are subjected to buckle propagation if it is left
uninhibited. Physical measurement and observations from the field have shown that once collapse
occurs, many kilometres of pipeline can propagate this collapse instantly. Evaluation of the
propagation pressure is thus crucial to the understanding and control of collapse in the event of pipe,
subjected to initial dents or damage prior to installation.
The choice of design criteria to evaluate the collapse and buckle propagation pressures must be
correlated to experimental and any available field data, incorporating overall safety objective. This
should consider the characteristics of pipe material (yield strength) and geometrical characteristics of
the pipe (wall thickness, ovality). Based on these requirements, the DNV OS-F101 [2] is considered
the most suitable design code for deepwater pipeline applications, mainly due to a concise correlation
between complete sets of design loads, safety objective and addressed specifically for submarine
pipelines using reliable methods resulting in acceptable failure probabilities. This unfortunately, is not
sufficient to protect pipelines against collapse and buckle propagations. Due to the massive scale of
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these structures, the rigorous conditions during transportation, handling and installation under harsh
environment, damages to the pipes in the form of dents often occurs. Dents can also occur from
impact with other objects, trenching or a combination of these factors. These dents can result in loss of
pipe capacity to withstand local collapse which will result in the initiation of buckle propagation. The
integrity of these pipes must be evaluated once dents are detected, and due to complexity and cost
factors involved, integrity assessment by reliable numerical means must be engaged.
A more engineer-oriented, robust and practical assessment method is required to assess damaged
free-issued pipelines for safe operations in the deepwater region, and this can be found in the finite
element methods available in commercial codes such as ABAQUS[3]. With current advent in
computing power and its application to numerical methods, namely finite element (FE) methods, have
opened up an opportunity for some further research into the determination of local collapse of pipes
and the understanding of post-collapse behaviour of buckling propagation under external hydrostatic
pressure present at great depths, and omit all unnecessary costs on abandonment and replacement of
damaged pipes. This work will focus primarily on the employment of FE methods in ABAQUS to
assess the integrity of dented pipelines pertaining to collapse and post-collapse propagation across the
pipe span.

2 Collapse and Buckle Propagation
Pipeline with excessive bending and hydrostatic pressure may succumb to collapse, hence followed by
the propagation of the buckle across the pipe span. Similar occurrence can also transpire on a
geometrically imperfect pipe, or pipe with initial dent. The sequence of the pipe collapse, followed by
the propagation of the buckle stages is shown in Figure 1. The first stage (a) shows the external
pressure reaching a maximum value and the ovality of the pipe section forming, thus reducing the
roundness of the outer diameter in (b). This is then followed by further localisation of this maximum
pressure resulting in progressive instability finally collapse of the pipe section in (c). Further
continued loading on the collapsed section will result in the buckle fully propagated across the span as
shown in(d). In submarine pipelines, the prevailing instability leading to collapse is governed by its
material plasticity, and this material non-linearity can complicate the collapse process and thereafter
the propagation of the buckle across the pipe span. Pipeline with initial local damage or dent,
presenting a local imperfection may fail at high hydrostatic pressure. The pressure required to collapse
the pipe section is generally higher than the pressure required to further propagate the buckle along its
span[4].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Pipe local collapse sequence.

The most common practice when installing an offshore pipeline is to install them empty, i.e. to
install them in the absence of the internal pressure. This is to reduce the tension required during
installation, which is required to balance the suspended weight during pipelay. During maintenance of
in-service pipes, the contents are emptied and the pipes de-pressurised on a periodic basis. This makes
the external hydrostatic pressure a very important parameter to be considered during pipe design and
pipelay operations. Usually the thinner pipes used in shallow waters buckle elastically, but
collapsedue to inelastic action, and can be shown by deriving the collapse pressure required for an
initial ovalized section. On the contrary, thicker pipes used in deepwater operations buckle and
collapses in the plastic region and can be directly derived from plastic buckling equations[5], but, the
presence of initial imperfections, damages, residual stresses and material plasticity on pipes may
make it somewhat depend on numerical techniques to be employed to obtain a more realistic capacity.
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3 Numerical Modelling
The process of denting, collapse and propagating buckle is simulated using the commercial nonlinear
code ABAQUS. In this case, a 20m axisymmetric pipe span (> 15 x D) of the 48’’ (D/t = 59) pipe was
modelled and material nonlinearities were input to cater for hardening and residual stresses resulting
from the damage. The pipe geometry and material data are shown below in Table 1. The material
elastic-plastic behaviour is in accordance specifications in Figure 2[6].
Table 1. Pipe Geometry (48in D) and Material (X65) data
Parameter
D (mm)
T (mm)
Grade
f0
L (m)

Value
1219.2
20.62
X65
0.67
20

Parameter
E (MPa)

Q

Vo (MPa)
VUTS (MPa)
U (kg/m3)

Value
210000
0.33
448
535
7850

500
450
400

Stress (MPa)

350
300
250
200

150
100
50
0
0

0.01
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0.03
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0.07

0.08

Total Strain (%)

Figure 2. Stress-Strain Curve for X65 as per EP2005-5154 [6]

The axisymmetric pipe span was modelled using 4-noded S4R 3-D quadrilateral shell elements
with reduced integration and finite strain kinematics. The internal cavity of the pipe was also meshed
to cater for volumetric reduction during collapse and propagation using the fluid hydrostatic elements
F3D4 with 4-noded and 3 degrees-of-freedom representing fluid-filled cavity with uniform
temperature and pressure. The indenters were modelled using rigid elements and assigned an arbitrary
friction coefficient of 0.3 to cater for any sliding or rotation of the elements in contact. An initial
ovality of 0.67% was considered as fabrication tolerance.

4 Results
4.1 Collapse
The collapse analysis was carried out using the implicit dynamics step, following the preceding static
indentation. The rigid indenter plates are carefully removed avoiding any elastic spring-back action of
the section, leaving the dented pipe with the plastic residual stresses carried forward by the damage.
The pipe thenundergoes small increments of external pressure representing various operational depths
and the collapse of the pipe-end circumference is monitored by the minimum radial displacement
which results in the pipe top and bottom circumferential points approaching each other at mid-plane,
and the value is extracted for a force-displacement time-trace at maximum radial closure.The collapse
incident of the 250mm flat dent case is shown in Figure 3 below.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3. Collapse of Pipe for Flat Dent 250mm Case Showing (a) Minimum Radial Displacement
Achieved, and (b) Stress Contour at Collapse.

4.2 Buckle Propagation
The propagation of the buckle is the event where the collapse on the pipe-end travelling across the
span at great speed, rendering the pipeline segment useless for fluid transportation. This buckle
propagation pressure (PP)occurs at a much lower pressure than P C and in most cases, and the PP/PC
ratios have been reported to be as low as 15 to 20% [7]. The volumetric reduction resulting from the
occurrence of local buckle and subsequent propagation of this buckle is shown in Figure 4for the flat
dent of depth 250 mm, where the converged volume plot indicating maximum flattening of the pipe D,
hence corresponding to propagation pressure.
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Figure 4 - Internal volume reduction during buckle propagation for Flat Dent Depth of 250 mm

5 Discussion and Conclusion
The entire range of dents applied onto the pipe sections are shown in Figure 5 for, (a) the resulting
Pc/Pp ratios of various initial dents, and (b) comparison against theoretical expressions of similar
scope. For a smaller dent size, this ratio approximately reaches the value of 3, whilst saturating at
unity for much larger dents indicating the severity of the damage, hence limiting the extent of damage
sustainable on pipe sections prior to installation. Comparison of Pc is made against available
theoretical expressions considering the ideal ring analogy from [5]and another theoretical expression
considering initial ovality representing dents [11]. This shows the bounding theoretical expressions[5]
on the results from FEA with the ring analogy simplification being the upper under-conservative
bound, whilst the expression considering ovality being more conservatively derived. The formulation
from ring analogy does not consider any material plasticity or initial dent on the cross section, hence
producing an under-conservative solution for collapse of circular section. This, however, is not the
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case for the theoretical expression in [11] which considers the material plasticity and initial ovality of
the circular section, resulting from indentation, hence forming the more conservative lower-bound.
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Figure 5 – (a) Normalised Pc/Pp for Indentation Range, and (b) Comparison with Theory

In this research, the main objective was to establish an acceptable practical methodology for the
use of finite element methods as a robust engineering tool to compute the collapse and buckle
propagation pressure of dented pipes with D/t > 45 intended for submarine operations. This was
deemed necessary for various reasons listed: design code limitation, ovality considerations instead of
dents, intricate theoretical expressions, lack of experimental data and costing aspects of abandonment.
Establishing the proper methodology to model line pipes with initial imperfections in the form of
dents is a crucial process that should consider the various effects involved in the determination of
local buckle of the pipe section at collapse pressure and the post-collapse propagation of this local
buckle at the propagation pressure. The evaluation of collapse and propagation pressures for various
initial imperfections are vital and have high impact on the ecological and economical aspects of
facilities and pipeline installations.
Cost efficient solutions and decisions can be made with the knowledge of the pipe utilization
factors obtained from the evaluation of collapse and buckle propagation pressures for specific dent
shape and size as this work have elaborated and detailed out. Unnecessary abandonment of damaged
pipes can be avoided and at the same time dangerously dented pipes can also be identified and taken
out of the installation.
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